2nd Grade News
November 5 - 9, 2018

Rusk Elementary School - Week 2.3
Vocabulary Words

Spelling List (Test on Friday)

slug
jog
wept
slush
start
than
trim
blast
crisp
trust
crib
kit
best
jam
stand
*were
*from
*where
*of
*was

Where is her sister
from?
Were milk and corn on
the list?

(Test on Friday)
wrapped: to cover or twist around
simple: something easy and does
not have many parts
millions: to have more than one
million

drift: to move slowly without a set

Upcoming dates:


Veteran’s Program Nov. 9, 9:45
@ high school auditorium



Math doubles addition test
Fri. Nov. 9



Thanksgiving Lunch Tuesday
Nov. 13 during lunch



Math and Reading Quick
Checks Nov. 13 & 14



Thanksgiving Break Nov.19-23

direction

weaker: to have less strength than
before

decide: to choose what to do or to
think

choices: things you have to choose
from

disgusting: something that makes
you feel sick

Attendance is very important to your child’s
education. Thank you
for making the effort to
have your child at
school every day.

Math Skills
2 and 3 digit addition
10 more/10 less
100 more/ 100 less
Place value
3 addend addition
Missing addend
Comparing Numbers

Please read every
night, it is very
important.
Reading Skills:
Author’s Purpose
Fact and Opinion

Reading Skills Vocabulary

(will be tested on the Quick Checks)

Fact- a statement that is true no matter who
says it.

Persuade- to try and change another person’s
mind, feelings, beliefs, or actions .
Non-fiction- a piece of writing with true facts.
Opinion- what someone believes, feels, or
thinks but others may not agree -- there is a
value statement.
Inform- to give information or directions.
Entertain- to tell a story to express feelings.
(happy, sad, scared)
Fiction- a story that did not happen in real life.

Author’s Purpose- the reason the author is
writing the story or article.

